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ABSTRACT

Whistlers and related very low frequency radio signals are guided

in ducts of enhanced or reduced ionization along the geomagnetic lines

of force of the earth's magnetosphere. The signals convey information

about the distribution of particles in the plasma through which they have

propagated and about the occurrence of wave-particle interactions in the

* magnetosphere. Direction-finding on such signals will aid in locating

"- the ducts and measuring their temporal drifts, thus making an important

.Z-"I "contribution to. studies of magnetospheric convection.

I j The signals, although narrowband in nature, exhibit wide frequency

excursions in the 1 to 10 kilohertz range. An innovative technique is

presented for tracking these frequency excursions in real time to produce

a filtered, quasimonochromatic version of the signal. The voltages in-

duced by the incident wave on two orthogonal loop antennas and a vertical

monopole antenna are processed by this method. The filtered signals are

then cross-multiplied in a manner analogous to a Poynting vector calcula-

tion. to obtain a continuous indication of the wave direction of arrival.

The design, construction, and laboratory testing of a prototype

instrument are described. Field testing of the instrument was performed

at Stanford, California, and Roberval, Quebec, Canada. Operating at

fixed frequencies, the direction-finder produced accurate results on VLF

transmissions in the 10 to 20 kilohertz range from MAA, NPG, GBR, and

the Omega stations.. Well- defined-bearing-indications were also obtained.

for spherlcs at frequencies in the :to 10 kilohertz region. Successful

Q'X frequency-tracking and dlrection-fin0dl.ng were demonstrated for a wide

-variety of whistler-mode signals, .Includi gwhistlers,.chorus, and dis-

cre, emissions. -The tWcsqu $, Y ful.y ap1ied-totenlssioh .

e14o.: ,, ::L .. ' " . . ... ....." •.,'• t .. .. .'" ":• •:•" ' ".. . " " : :.' " :. " . . " " " •i:" . -" '
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in the 2 to 7 kilohertz range stimulated by the VLF trantsmi tter at

Siple Station, Antarctica..

Direction of arrival indications on whistlers were consistent with

. . the duct positi-ons predicted by frequency profile analysis. Evidence

(". was also presented of temporal changes in the direction of arrival of

signals which may be. -an. indicati on of duct dri fts.

This instrument provides., for the first time, a.continuous,

immediately readable record of the direction of arrivw of whistler-mode

signals. It could also be applied to the automatic acquisition of

whistler-mode signals and measurement of their iimplitude andfrequency

variations.

.....
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I. INTRODUCTIONC

A. PURPOSE

The purpose of the research described herein is to develop apparatus

and techniques for making direction of arrival measurements on whistlers

i •I and other very low frequency (VLF) signals in a field environment.

B . BACKGROUND

1. Signals of Interest

Whistlers are bursts of VLF electromagnetic energy which originate in

a lightning stroke and are guided along geomagnetic lines of force to the

opposite hemisphere. Their character is that of a sweeping oscillation

descending from the upper audio frequencies '.,, the lower audio range in the

course of a 3econd or two; the frequency variation with time is a result of

the dispersivo propagation characteristics of the magretoplasma through

which the whistlers propagate. It is generally agreed [Helliwell, 1965]

that the whistlers are guided in "ducts" of enhanced or reduced ionization

within the magnetosphere. The frequency-time profile of a whistler conveys

considerable information about particle. densities in those regions of the

- j "magnetosphere through which the signal has passed. As a result, intensive

scientific investigation has been underway since 1951, primarily consistingI 'of the recording of VLF activity, spectrum analysis of the recorded tapes, and

interpretation of the profles.

1 "



While the frequency profile anaiysis rtan predXc the equatorial radius

of the duct, and hence the approximate magnetic latitude of its endpoint

[Hellwell, 1965] no longitudinal information has been available other than

the crude inference that the duct exit point is within some 500 to 1000 km

radius of the recording station. Studies of the important problem of temporal

drift of the dtas [e.g., Axford, 1969; Carpenter and Seely, 1975], and

experiments to detect ?articles precipitated down into the atmosphere by the

passage oi waves through the magr•.etosphere require a more accurate means of

locating the duct exit point. A s.ngle direction-finder determining the

azimuthal angle of arrival of the signal could, in conjunction with the mag-

netic latitude analysis, locate the ducts; alternatively, direction-finding

measurements at multiple, spaced stations could locate the ducts by triangula-

tion, providing further data on the accuracy of the profile analysis as a

predictor of the magnetic latitude of the duct exit point, These opportunities

provide the motivation for the present research.
I

In addition to whistlers, the VLF spectrum exhibits other unusal signals
"~ I

which are less well-understood than whistlers and which are generally

classified as "VLF emissions". Crsorus and triggered emissions are prime

examples of these signals. Of particular current interest are the artificially

stimulated emissions (ASE) produced by the 100 kW VLF transmitter operated

by Stanford University researchers at Siple Station, Antarctica [Helliwell

and Kazsufrakis, 1974]. These signals present an opportunity for invrestigation

beyond the realm of naturao whistlers; the stimulus energy can be controlled

2
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to enhance the eftecto under study and reduce other phenomena which mask

them. It is theefore desirable that a whistler-mode direction-finder be

capable of operating on these signals also.

.2. Classification pf Direction Finding Techniques.

"All directloxi-finders are specialized antenna and receiver systems

which determine the direction of arrival of an incident electromagnetic wave,

1i Cla~sificasilcas car, be made according to which wave properties are measured

and according to how these measurements are processed to determine the

direction of arrival.

I Consider a general plane wave propagating in free space toward a

direction-finder site as illustrated in Fig, 1. 1. The azimuthal angle of

arrival is denoted by e and the elevation angle by p The wave polarization

is described by an ellipse having an axis ratio R and a tilt angle a of the

major axis. Any arbitrary polarization can be described by these parameters;

note that It R 1, and that R>O corresponds to right-hand polarization, while

R<O denotes left-hand polarization. (These geometrical conventions are

similar to those employed by Bullough and Sagredo L19 73] and are convenient

both for visualization and for comparison of the new system with existing

techniques.) The electric and magnetic fields of the wave are expr'essed as:

"" =Re [E-t ( a a -a .aI.)

e+l +)+J (-stu a a£ +cos a a11)].

S..

'5 -1 '""-'-- . . . . ." -- r, ' "•--' •,""',:- '"r- • .' ;• ",'.-" - :,' r'•: • •T:•;i. ' • :,• 7'•"::::' ',-:•i '' "T"::.' • - •
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Notes: A A A

1. a n , aN . are the u'n-, vectors in the wave coordinate systemb;
i is the direction of pre-dagation, 1j lies in the plane of

in~nr+de,,ce, and is mutAally perpendiculer t n

4. RIs positive lor i ight-hand polarization.

5. With the x. and y axes aligned os shown, the +z axis must point
downward to maintain 4 right-handed coordinate E/stem.

FICUIX1. A 03MRAL PLANE WAVE PROPIAU~1NG TOWARD A DIRECTION-
FINDER SITE.
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In accord with the usual convention, we will drop the e"• and Re(] symbols.

Also applying the relation R=E2 /E 1 , the fields can be expressed as

E [( (cos a, -sin a a) + JR (-sln a. a -cOosca ̂ a

' AF A

[(cosa + sin a- + JR (-sino a i + cos a a

•:4 LI Measurement of the complete vector electric and magnetic fields at the

direction-finder site is sufficient to determine the direction of power flow

from Poynting's theorem. In theory, antennas could be constructed to in-

dependently sense E. Ey, Bz, H H, and Hz and circuits could be employed
x x y z

to execute the multiplications and additions necessary to compute PX' P y and

P , completely defining the propagation direction. Since the signal mayz
have propagated via several reflections between +he earth and ionosphere,

VK .the elevation angle of arrival is of limited usefulness in locating the suurce.

Hence, ground based systems are often intentionally limited to the determin-

ation of azimuthal direction and only two or three field components are

measured. Direction-finders operating on the power-flow measurement

principle can utilize antenna systems which are small relative to the wave-

lengths involved and hence may be termed "small-aperture" direction-finders.

In contrast, "large-aperture" direction finders utilize antenna arrays

which are appreciable in size relative to the signal wavelengths. One popular

type is the "interferometer" direction-finder, in which multiple, spatially

separated antennas are employed. Consider a system in which antennas are

located at the origmn of the coordinate system of Fig. 1. 1 and also at some
4•? z!1



radial distance along the x, y, and z axes. Each of the outlying antennas

will sense a wave phase, relative to the wave phase at th,,. origin, that

corresponds to the projection of the wavenormal vector along that axis,

thereby defining the direction of propagation. Again, most practical ground

based systems are limited to the measurement of x and y components, and

hence only the azimuthal arrival angle is determined.

The accuracy of the large-aperture system is proportional to the

spacings used; the performance of the two types of direction-finders in the

presence of instrumental imperfections and noise is shown in Appendix A to

be comparable when the large-aperture system is constructed with antenna

spacings of ),/2 w. This principle is responsible for the practical preference

for large-aperture systems at the -high-frequency band and above, where

spacings larger than this are easily achieved, and for the predominance of

the small-aperture approach in the VLF range, where such spanings require

large amounts of real estate and the long distance transmission of phase data.

As stated earlier, direction-finderi can ilso be classified according to

how the wave measurements are processed to dietermine the direction of

arrival, regardless of which wave meaaurements are made.

Consider the general system configurations in Fig. 1.2. In tIhe Irst

system, (a), parallel channels filter the antenna signals and then a calcula-

tion i made in a non-linear processor to determine the direction of errival.

Contrast with this the second system, (b), in which the antenna signals are

first combined in some time-varying manner, passed through a cingle

6
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filtering channel., and then processed to calculate the direction of arrival.

When the filtering operation requires human intervention, the broadband

unfiltered signals must be recorded, and in this case the single channel
system displays the advantage of requiring only one recording channel as

compared to the requirement for matched multiple channels in the parallel

system. However, signals of brief duration and signals exhibiting fading or

modulation at frequencies comparable to the time-varying combiner operating

frequency are prone to errors or complete loss of directional data in the single

channel approach. The great majority of work in VLF direction-finding has

been based on examination by an analyst of the entire spectrum to locate the

signals of interest. Hence, the single-ghannel approach, embodying the

rotating goniometer as the time-varying combiner, has predominated.

3. Prior Efforts in VLF Direction-Finding.

The earliest interest in direction-finding at VLF [ockenden, 1954

S"Adcock and Clarke, 1947] was apparently motivated by a desire to locate

K! the sources of atmospherics (generated by lightning strokes) for meteor-

ological purposes. In the early systems, the voltages induced on a pair of

crossed loop antennas were applied through dual amplifiers to the deflection

plates of a cathode ray tube. Direction of arrival indication was purely

"visual and practically instantaneous. In the classification framework

presented above, these systems would be described as small-aperture

direction-finders using multi-channel parallel signal processing. The

polarization errors which can occur in such crossed loop small-aperture

8
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systems when the incident wave is not purely vertically polarized were dis-

cussed by Homer [19541. Using continuous wave signals from station GBR,

Homer [1957] also demonstrated that while daytime polarization errors were

0 0
low (less than 10°), the nighttime values ranged up to 40°, being most

prominent at distances of about 300 km and less prevalent at shorter and

longer distances.

Specific attacks on the whistler direction-finding problem began in

1955 with Crary [1961] , and Watts [1959] who used a rotating gonlometer to

combine the outputs of the crossed loops into a composite channel. These

systems followed the "single-channel" philosophy, with the goniometer serving

as the time-varying combiner, because it was necessary to record the entire

VLF spectrum. The broadband tape recordings were spectrum analyzed onto

paper or film, and then visually examined to locate the whistlers, determine

their "null pattern", and compare the pattern with some reference to measure

the direction of arrival. Some whistlers exhibited nulls while others did not.

As a possible explanation, Watts pointed out that downcoming circularly

polariz-d signals would not display good nulls on such a system. Another

justification for the absence of nulls in "hsw'shy" whistlers was that they would

probably be composed of many elementary whistlers arriving from different

directions. Ellis [19601 found incomplete nulls when measuring VLF noise

at 5 kHz and advanced a similar explanation: the source must be of wide

angular extent. The most recent efforts with the goniometer and crossed

loops have been publishedby Bullough and Sagredo [1973]. Their data show

9



wide variability in the measured direction even on a single whistler, but

when averaged over several whistlers judged from frequency profile

analysis to have the same path, the RMS deviation is on the order of ±100 to

±L200. This wide variability in the apparent direction was predicted in

Crary's 1'9 6 1] propagation analyses, along with indications that averaging

the data over freqcj'tcy could achieve considerable reductions in the error.

Tracing the history of "large-aperture" systems at VLF, it appears

that the application of this technique for whistlers was first suggested by

Crombie [1955] who recommended spacings of 0.15 X, which, interestingly,

compares closely with the spacing (X/2 w) at which the large-aperture and

small-aperture techniques display comparable accuracy in the presence of

noise, The first report on an actual application of the technique is given by

Delloue [1960] , who used spaced loops and a radio relay link to transmit the

phase information. He reported that the direction of arrival tended to "circle

about tho magnetic field line" and that the polarization varied rapidly.

Another large - aperture system has been built by the National Bureau of

Standards at Brighton, Colorado, as described by Hefley et al. 196 1] , with

claimed accuracy of under 10; however, it is adapted only for used with

atmospherics. The antennas are placed at the vertices of an equilateral

triangle with sides 4 miles in length and the signals are conveyed to the

central location by transmission lines.

Of particular interest in this research fire the efforts in small-aperture,

multi-channel systems Cousins [19"2] proposed a method for combining ihe

10
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signals from crossed loops and a vertical antenna which would yield no

polarization error, provided the antenna responses were perfectly in agree-

iment with theory and the incoming signals was not purely vertically

polarized. He recorded the three antenna signals on a multi-channel tape
recorder, then digitized the spectra, and performed the filtering and pro-

cessing on a computer in an interactive mode with a human operator. Tsuruda

and Hayashi [1.974] have described and built a system using a similar

principle, but employing analog pronessing instead. These techniques are

characterized by the need for multichannel phase and amplitude matched

recording capability; human intervention is required to locate the frequency-

time profile of the signal and adjust the filtering to extract it before the

direction-finding processing is performed.

j. iC. APPROACH SELECTED

With. the goal of this research being the development of apparatus

' isuitable for field usage, considerations of practicality entered the design at

an early stage. At very low frequencies, the small-aperture antenna system

is much more attractive than the large-aperture array with its attendant real

estate requirements and the difficulty involved in conveying the antenna

signals long distances to the processing site. In view of this consideration,

and the predominance of crossed loop antenna systems at existing VLF re-

"ceiving sites, the small-aperture approacb was chosen. The more fruitful

area for improvement was found to b in overcoming the limitation of existing

For a discussion of this point see Section II. C. 5.

:f: 11



VLF data gathering and signal processing techniques. Current methods

customarily employ either broadband recording of the entire spectrum with

subsequent examination of spectrum records by an analyst, or fixed frequency

narrowband reception. The latter method can capture only a fraction of the

typical whistler or artificially stimulated emisa!on in the course of its wide

frequency variation with time. A visible gap between these techniques

exists: broadband analysis provides only rough indications of intensity as a

function of frequency; narrowband techniques produce detailed data on the

signal characteristics, but capture only a fraction of the desired signal. If

an instrument could be developed which would automatically detect and

filter a frequency-varying VLF signal from the background energy in real

time, this gap would b,, bridged. The following benefits would be expected:

a. the multichannel processing technique of Fig. 1.2 (a)

would become feasib>.%, producing a continuous record

of direction of arrival uncompromised by fading or signal

modulation, ana usable for signals of any duration;

b. a greater amount of data about temporal and frequency-

dependent variations in the apparent direction would be

produced, and improved accuracy due to averaging out of

errors over the entire signal profile would be expected;

c. automatic extraction of other signal parameters such as

frequency and amplitude would be made practical; and

12
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d. the burden on the human observer of searching and scaling

spectral records would be reduced.

With this motivation, a new approach to VLF signal data gathering was

conceived, following the block diagram of Fig. 1.3.

D. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PRESENT WORK

The most important contributions of this research are summarized as

f folows:

1i. A new and innovative technique for filtering and extracting

direction of arrival information from whistlers and other VLF

signals is proposed; the method is analyzed and compared to

alternative approaches in theory; a prototype instrument

embodying the new technique is designed and constructed

and deployed in an actual field environment. The practicality,

efficiency, and utility of the approach under these conditions

are demonstrated.

2. The direction-finding data produced are oC higher accuracy than

that from existing approaches. displaying less polarization error

and no 1800 ambiguity; the temporal resolution is continuous as

compared to 10 or 25 sample-per-second limitations of the

conventional goniometer. These advantages permit more detailed

direction of arrival studies of the substructure within whistler

events, including precursors 3nd triggered emissions, as

demonstrated in the observed data.

13
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3. Exarnples oý. -. ampral changes in the direction of arrival

of whistler-mode signals are found which may indicate

drifting of mignetospheric ducts.

4. The firs". ,irection-finding on signals received via magneto-

spheric amplification from Siple Station, Antarctica, is

detronstrated. Duct exit points indicated by the direction-.finder

agree t:,th those of whistlers received in the same time period.

15
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II. THEORY AND ANALYSIS

A. FREQUENCY-TRACKING OF VLF SIGNALS

Tho concept of adjusting the frequency of a receiver or filter to foliow

the frequency oV a sigxal has been applied in other jontexts; in particular,

S ithe technology of phase-locked receivers for satellite signal reception is

highly advanced, as described by Gardner [1966]. AU of these applications,

however, involve tracking over a narrow frequency range relative to the

signal frequency, whereas a whistler at VLF may sweep over a decade range

in frequency. To accommodate such an excursion, new concepts in the

design of the frequency-tracking circuitry must b" introduced.

1. Tracking Loop Characteristics and Limitations.

Two configurations for achieving automatic tuning of a receiver or

filter, open -loop and closed-ioop, are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. When the

purpose of the filtering is to extract the signal from background noise and

interference, the open-loop approach is clearly unsuitable as the frequency

information would contain these undesirable elements and tracking would be

poor; open-loop operation is also more sensitive to small drifts in circuit

parameters. Thus, the logical choice is the closed-loop configuration, in

which the frequency information is extracted from the filtered signal and fed

back to control the tuning of the receiver. Furthermore, the most practical

way to achieve electronic tuning of multiple filtering channels is to use fixed

filters and to instead translate the frequency of the incoming signals by an

electronically variable amount, using a voltage-controlled local oscillator

16
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FIGURE 2.1 CONFIGURATIONS FOR FREQUENCY TRACKING. (a) Open

loop. (b) Closed loop.
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and mixers. Implementation of this technique Is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

A rigorous analysis of the operation of such circuitry is beyond the

realm of linear circuit theory, because of the presence of nonlinear elements:

mixers, voltage-controlled oscillators, limiters and frequency discriminators.

However, by proper definition of the system variables and by restriction of

the range of operation, a linear model can be produced. The voltage-

controlled oscillator and frequency discriminator can be modeled as linear,

* memoryless voltage-to-frequency and frequency-to-voltage transducers. The

mixer, which generates sum and difference frequencies from its input signals,

can be represented as a frequency subtractor. (The sum frequency component

is not passed by the IF filter.) For the IF filter, the problem lies in deter-

mining the response of the output frequency to changes in the input frequency.

Panter [1965] and Baghdady [1961] have performed analyses demonstrating

that an appropriate linear model for the "modulation transfer function" is pro-

vided by mathematically translating the IF bandpass filter function into a

low-pass filter function centered at zero frequency. With the benefit of these

approximations, an analog to the system can be constructed as in Fig. 2.3.

Changes in the tuning frequency of the receiver are brought about

by the detected frequency error Af in the IF passband. The error which must

be tolerated to produce the necessary changes depends on the loop feedback

filter used. A pure, memoryless amplifier for feedback requires an error

proportional to the tuning offset needed (that is, the difference between the

signal frequency and the receiver quiescent tuning frequency). With a

18
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FIGURE 2.3 LINEAR MODEL OF FRECQUENCY-TRAC KING LOOP.
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single integrator in the loop, the error is zero for amy cowtant frequency

signals and proportional to df/dt for chantgin frequeacies. With double

integration, the error is proportional to d fit , and so on; however, the

higher the order of integration, the slower the initial response of the loop

to the transients involved in acquiring a new signal. For whistlers, a single

integrator appears to be the optimum choice.

Let us now address the question of loop gain and stability. The DC

gain constants around the loop may be lumped into a single factor K and

incorporated into the integrator -gain, giving

H (s) K/s (2.1)

as the LaPlace transform transfer function of the loop feedback filter. The

modulation transfer function for the IF filter depends on the exact shape of the

filter response; however, a good approximation for most practical circuits is

given by

(BWfa/2) 2

H2 (2 (2.2)
s + (BW /2)s + (BW /2)

rad rad

where BW is the bandwidth of the IF bandpass filter in radians per second.
rad

This function exhibits a conjugate pole pair at the natural frequency (BW rad/2),

with damping ratio *. The response of the entire loop is then described by

the roots of the characteristic polynomial,
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/2) 32 2. (2.3)S+ (BW /2) s + (BW /a2)s + K(B /2
~.I+.rad rad. rad

Applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteron LMelsaand Schultz, 1969] , the

loop response will be stable if

VK < (BW /2). (2.4)
rad

Allowing the customary stability margin, a convenient value. for the gain is

K (BW / 2 )/I =BW (2.5)
rad Hz'(.5

(Hereafter, BWIF will be taken to represent BWHz.)

In order to simplify the calculation of system response to various inputs,

It can be observed that the loop behavior is dominated by the integrator pole

at zero frequency; thus, although the complete loop transfer function must be

considered in determining stability, a modified loop model as shown in

Fig. 2.4 is adequate for determining system response. Using K=BWIF, the

diferential equation for die frequency error Af is given by

Af df/dt - dAf/dt (2.6)
BWF

I :from which we can conclude that:

a. for a constant frequency input, the steady state error is zero;

b. for a small step change in frequency, the transient response

has a time constant of (1/BWIF);

22
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c. for a frequency ramp input, the steady state error is constant

df/dt.
and equal to BW )and

d. the maximum rate of change in frequency, or fastest ramp which

can be tracked, is that for which W fk (BW 12), in order that

the signal r~emain within the IF peasband. Therefore,

jdfldtl BW 2.7max WIF.

2. Tracking in the Presence of Noise and Interference.

Let us postulate the addition of white noise to the signal. The noise

power spectral density shall be denoted by N , and the signal power by S.
0

Then the signal-to-noise ratio in the IF is,

S(SI/N)d = N 0BW I (2.8)

Gardner [1966] has shown that passage of the signal and noise through an

amplitude limiter has a moderate enhancement effect on signal-to-noise ratio

as given by

[ 1 + 2 (S/N)IF
i (S/N)LIM = (S/N)IF 4/n+ (S/N)IF (2.9)

whih. is well approximated by

(S/N)IM 2(3/N)IV (2.10)
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for all (S/N)IF greater than 0 dB. Applying the limited signal to the dis-

crimrnator, Panter.[1985] has shown an analysisdemonstrating that the voltage

output of the discriminator will contain a mean-square fluctuating component

of

2. 2 1.84 2 Se (S/N ) BW IF_ , (2.11)nLim

which, combining the limiter and discriminator, gives

e 2 2 ____0.82 BW,(2.12)en = L (SIN)I

The noise voltage may be equivalently expressed as representing a frequency

error due to noise, Af n Sincen

Af e /
n n/KD'

the RMS value for Af is given by,

vauepri Ataji: BW ( qae2.13)

Thus, the frequency error is a zero mean, fluctuating component with an RMS

value approximately equal to the bandwidth divided by the square root of the

' signal-to-noise ratio.

At moderate to high signal-to-noise ratios, the presence of such a

noise component does not disrupt the basic tracking behavior of the receiver.

At low signal-to-noise ratios, however, the fluctuation noise exceeds the

range of the linear approximations made in studying the loop behavior. A

25



rigorous solution to the behavior of the loop under such conditions has not

been demonstrated; however, a number of workers have applied experimental.

simulative, and analytical techniques with the conclusion that a sharp

threshold exists near unity signal-to-nois~e ratio below which tracking is not

possible [Panter, 1965].

Let us now study instead the addition of a second, coherent signal

within the IF passband. This interfering signal might be due to another

source or it could be a component froom the same origin which has propagated

via a different path. The frequencies of the desired and undesired signals are

denoted by fI and f2 , respectively, and the power ratio as (S1 I)IF* Both

signals are passed by the IF filter and applied to the limiter-discriminator.

"The effect of the limiter in this case has been shown by Baghdady 19611 to

be a moderate suppression of the weaker signal in the presence of the

stronger one, approximated by

2

(S/I) S/I)IF [2 - 4() (2.14)

for (S/I)IF > 2, which in turn can be approximated as

(S/I) Z 4 (S)(2.1)LIM (8IF~

Applying this factor, the amplitude of the interfering signal relative to a

unit amplitude desired signal is

26



4' A 1(2.16)
24~f

at the input to the discriminator. The veetoral combination of these two

signals is ilustrated in Fig. 2.5. The phase of the resultant of the two

signals is given by

tit 1r f t + tan A, n2 2r (f 2  -f 1  t 1
1-tancos 2ir (f2 -f1I t

The interference term, represented by th.3 second part of the expression for

0Rcan be expressed alternatively as a series, giving

21Tft + ()n+l (AI ( 1)n sin 21n(•-•~ ~ I f2- 1 t+••/)sn•~••)t'

j * arid, taking derivatives to convert phase into instantaneous frequency. we

have

f fl + (f2 - f•) (-4)0+ (A•1? 0o 21rn (f2• t (2.17)

Thus, the output of the frequency discrimintor will contain a steady

component _orrectly representing the frequency of the strong signal fl' plus

a time-periodic error component At due to the presence of the weaker inter-

fering signal. The character of AW1 is Illustrated in Fig. 2 .6 [-5e, ~3

From the form of the expression for 41iA a summation of harmonic cosinusolds

27
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of fundamental frequency Uf24 1 ), we can conclud~e that the time-averaged

frequency error, Af. is zero. Furthermore, for A, less than £the RMS.

frequency error ,(Afi\6S, is well approximated by (f2 f)A/'.

For values of A, leas than or equal to jthe instantaneous

frequency error does not exceed the linear operating region of the discriminator.

Filtering of the diserminator outpu~t, therefore, will elimninate the zero-mean

fl~ctuating component At., and tracking behavior WiW not be impaired, For
I

Agreater than i, however, the excursions in Af. exceed the linear region

of the discriminator, and the time-averaged frequency output will be biased

so that it lies somewhat closer to the interfering signal frequency. Thus, a

signal-to-interference ratio which produces A. may be considered the

threshold for successful tracking. In this threshold region, the approximations

In equations 4(2.14) and (2.15) do not hold. Based on Beghdady t s [196fJ

exact results, this threshold occurs for (S11) IF =2.5 dB.

The results of the preceding analyses may be summarized as follows.

a. the tracking technique requires a sigiial-to-noise power

ratio in the IF bandwidth of at least 0 dB,.

b. white noise causes a fluctuating frequency error Af of zero

BW IF
mean and RMS value -

4?J'IF

C. the tracking technique requires a sign al-to-interference power

ratio in the IF bandwidth of at least 2. 5 dB; and

30
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d. COi'ent inter•erence Pt frequency f causes an error in

tracking frequency fl' denoted by tfi of zero mean and RMS
f - f

~~1 value 2

B. THE ANTENNA SYSTEM AND THE INCIDENT WAVE

1. Wave F'ields and Polarization

Consider the general incident wave described in Equation (1.2) and

Fig. 1.1. Transforming to the x,y,z ground coordinate system, the six

field components are

BE = E1 1(-sinal - jR cosa) (sin 0) + (cos a - JR sin a) (-sin3 cos6) )

Ey = E [(-sina - JR Cosa) (-CcoB ) + (cosa0 - JR sin a) (-si•J sine)

E = E (cos a - JR sin•a) (218)

H = E /t [(Cos a -JR sin a) (sin 8) + (sin a + JR cosa) (-sin3 cos 6)

H = E /? [(cos a - JR sin a) (-Cos e) + (sina + JR cos a) (-sin sin 6)
y

r HZ =EI/?I [(sn a +JRcosa)(-cosp)

If an antenna system were constructed consisting of three orthogonal electric

field sensors and, three orthogonal magnetic field sensors to measure the field

components, the instantaneous power flow in the wave could be calculated,

theoretically, as the Poynting vector,

P EH -EH
' x yz zy

P = LH -E H (2.19)y zx xz

P = EH -EH
Pz xy y x
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Measurement of the elevation angle of arrival is of linited value-because

of the presence of earth-ionosphere, reflections., To findt:eazimuthal Ine

of arrival, only the first two components, P and P need be determined....

however, the equations still require all six field components to be me'suureid.

Practical direction-finders for ground-based use omit several of the antennas,

implying the assumption that the omitted field components'are small.

Typically, a. system consisting of crossed loops and a vertical electric.

.antenna will be employed, measuring E ,H and H ."Then
z x y

P -E Hx z y

(2.20)
P EHy z x

assuming either H is small, or both E and E are small; these conditionsz x y

are realized with a purely vertical polarization (in the traditional sense,

that is, electric field in the plane of incidence) for the wave. The success of

this system for direction-finding on ground-wave signals from vertically

polarized transmitters supports this assumption.. When onospherically

reflected waves are received, however, the polarization may not be purely

vertical; the estimates of P and P from the three field components are: :-;! .... X y

incorrect, and the error is referred to as polarization error. Working
backward from the observed polarization error on a signal transmitted with

vertical polarization from a known direction of arrival, Horner 95]found

that the received polarization for a 100-km path during skywave conditions
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whistl~er adeu~iaions. Rose rcesf~oe ~9 ay ~I have'

reMpprted" th~e o iZation isra ril~o~~aidly ayming.. Crary, 19o6]

perfrmed detailed siiltO~overing pp'opagation of a whistler fom~t

duct exit point awt he lower edge of-the ionospee tht"gb the oxt~

ionosphere wavyg~d to a gMoqdý bse reelgst i ults -for

the polariziatio aloshwwi ariability',a jmto ffeuny an ph

distance. In studying his plots, how-ever, the. gepjeral observiitlon can be~

made that the polarization ellipse will tend to have an axis ratio of about i

and that the handedness of the whistler polarization in the'duet is preserved.

The conclusion drawn is that the direction-finder design: selected should be

one which produoes the minimum possible polarization error ýover the entire

range of received polarization.

2. Antenna Elements for Field CoMponent Measurements,

CA> At very low frequencies, the antennas which can be practically con-
structed for direction-finiding are electrically very small oompared With the

wavelengths involved. While the efficiency of'such 'antennas may be low,* the

radiation patterns of small dipoles and loop are theoretically'perefect,' When

used as a receiving antenna, the small dipole is sensitive only to the

* ~electric field along the dipole axis; the small loop io sensitive to the magnetic

field perpendicular to the plane of the loop.
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A considersble•amount of controversy has existed concerning the

relative merits of loops and dipoles for VIX reception. One consideration is

sensitivity of the receiving system, which will depend n the efficiency with

which the antenna extracts energy from the incidentr wave and couples it to'

the preamplifier. Papers clarifying this controversy have been published by

-Wheeler [194qJ and Franks- L1964]. In theory, the available power from any

. small antenna, loop.or- dipole, of any size less than X/2 1 , is the same for a

g given incident wave power density. In.practice, this aount of power is never
.~ ~.extracted due to the difficulty of presenting the antenna with a conjugate-

matched load impedance and due to losses in the antenna and matching circuit

conductors. The impedance of the small antenna is primarily reactive, with
~..s

the radiation resistance representing only a small part of the impedance. A

useful figure of merit suggested by Wheeler is the quantity p, where

SStrad dp , (2.21)
Xang

which is the ratio of the radiation resistance to the antenna reactance. It is

indicative of the antenna efficiency which can be achieved with practical

coupling techniques. In Figs. 2.7 and 2 8, the impedance and eMmency

characteristics of small dipoles and loops as a function of their size are

described. Most interestingly, the value of p is identical for both antennas

when the dipole langth is equal to the loop diameter.

Another consideration which has been advanced is the relative immunity

4 to noise pickup of the two types of antennas. "Noise pickup" may be of two
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types: first, nearby sources of noise may capacitively or inductively

couple undesired energy into the antenna; second, there maybe direct

collisions of charged particles with the-antenna element. Practical

experience indicates that the electric field antenna, or dipole, is more

severely affected by both types of noise pickup. In particular, the author

has witnessed incidents in which a cloud passtng directly overhead caused

very high potentials to develop across a vertical electric antenna's terminals,

causing arcing and rendering its output useless, while loop antennas at the

same location were unaffected, There are possibilities for controlling noise,

.. both by shielding of manmade sources and by providing weakly conducting

dielectric shields to reduce particle impingement.

3. Antenna Axis Perturbations and Site Effects.

The sensitive axis of a dipole or loop may differ from the intended

direction for mechanical or electrical reasons. Mechanical misalignment of

". the antennas produces a predictable chaige: the direction-finding errors so

produced are analyzed in Section Ii.C.4. Electrical causes of axis

disturbance are more subtle in nature. All conductors in the vicinity of the

antennas respond to the incident waves also, creating electric and magnetic

fields which can couple into tWe antennas capacitively or inductively. Any

Imbalance in the construction of the antennas and preamplifiers reduces

the immunity of the antenna to such stray potentials and currents.

Measurement of the incident electric field presents particular problems

due to the influence of the cables used to carry power to the antenna

37
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preamplifiers or signals away from the antennas. The dipoles must be

perfectly balanced and the cables led away orthogonally, or else :the potential

induced on the cable bundle by the incident wave will couple into the dipole

causing a response to an undesired component (E in Fig. 2.9a) of the field.

X

For the vertical electrical dipole measuring E this balance is almost impos-
~ I~ z

ible to achieve in practice. Au illustrated in Fig. 2.9 (a) the capacitance

between the lower dipole arm and ground will unavoidably be greater than

that between the upper arm and ground; as a result, the charge distribution

induced on the long feedline cable bundle by the E field component showr
x

will induce a greater potential on the upper arm than the lower arm, and the

difference will appear as a voltage across the dipole terminals. Another

approach is the ttmonopole" antenna design shown in Fig. 2.9 (b). Since

the grounding process is imperfect at best, the imaging plane displays a

much lower resistance along the direction of the feedline than in other radial

directions; as a result the monopole's image is skewed and the equivalent

axis of the dipole is tilted, again making it sensitive to E These two

approaches make up most existing antenna installations for VIF observations

of electric fields. Although the installation illustrated in Fig. 2.9(c) would

be expected to reduce the problem, practical considerations dictate the

desirability of a system which can operate with existing antenna installations

Consideration of the problems introduced by imperfecd measurement of E

is given in Section I. C. 5.
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FIG3URE 2 .9 VERlTICAL ELECTRIC ANTENNA APPROACHES AND) PROBLEMS.

(a) Elevated vertical dipole. Unbalance due to presence of

giround causes coupflng to feedline potential, and sensitivity to B (b) Ground
based mo~nopole. Finite ground resistance causes lowedt resistanice path to
exist alon feedline shield, tilting dipole eqxlvaltmt axis causing setVity
to E (c) Monopole with complete Symnmetry maintained in grounding and
nesary objects. Power lines will destroy symmetry. Sensitive only to E
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One more source of error in the direction-finder is "site" error. These

errors are not really part of the instrumentation, as they represent

deviations in the direction of propagation of the wave, and even a theoretically

perfect direction-finder would be affected. One of the more familiar forms

of error is the coastal refraction effect, which is associated with the dis-

continuity between highly conducting seawater and poorly conducting ground.

Kukes and Starik 119621 state that this form of error is less than i° at

wavelengths greater than 3000 meters (100 kHz). Other possible sources

of error are inhomogenetties in the earth conductivity and sloping ground.

Inasmuch as these errors are dependent on the site, the most appropriate

solution is to perform a calibration of the site using emitters at known

bearing angles, determining the measurement errors, and fitting a curve to

the error as a function of angle.

C. DIRECTION-FINDING SIGNAL PROCESSING

1. Ankss of New Techn

The new technique for determining direction of arrival from the sigtials

from the small-aperture antenna system consists of computing the tUe-

averaged Poynting vector components in the x- and y-directions, a:zi' re-

solving the direction of arrival. as the reverset of the Poynting-.

Stated mathematically, the Poynting vector estimates are

tThe reversal is due to the fact the direction of arrival is taken to mean the

bearing to the signal source rather than the direction of signal propa ition.
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-E EHyy X (2.22)

(where the symbol A denotes an estimated quantity), n the time- averagqd

I values of the Poynting vectors are therefore

[E zH; + E H [1EzH + E (2.23)

From these estimates of the average power flow in the x- and y-directions,

the direction of arrival is the reverse of the Poynting vector, ort

0 -P - P .(2.24)x .

This new technique differs from existing VIJP direction-finding methods

becaruse nonlinear operations, that is, cross-multiplications between the

antenna signals, are performed. This is made peesible by the real time

I multichsnrel filtering action provided by the frequency -tracking loop;

j without prefiltering, such nonlinear operations would produce massive

vIintermodulation between all the spectral components presen-t, obscuring the

t j desired information unless an extremely high signal-to-noise ratio were

j present.

~ he use of the imaginary operator J"here is not Ato be confused with its
usual application in the representation of sinusoidally time-varying quan tities.
it equation (2.2.4). the complex quantity - -j represents a vector in
space; the positive real Wxi coincides with tffe x &~orth) direction and the
positive imaginary ax'a lies along the y (east) direction. Complex notation
is a mathematically convenient m eans for composing a vector from two
orthogonal comrpon-ents; the angle Gf the vector r .'itive to the reference axis

I I is gvon by taking the complex argument (z.) This represc~atln is
superior to the conventional arotagent function which contains a 180~I ~ambiguity and which can only be used to represent angles over a *1)0 range

denozninate-o forming the argument of the function.
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The implementation of the signal processing technique will now be

discussed. Since all three input signals are mixed with a common local

oscillator signal, the phase and amplitude relationships of the signals are

preserved during the translation to the intermediate frequency. The IF

voltages are denoted by V1 V and V Since, as discussed in Section

II IB.2, the efficiencies of comparably sited loops and dipoles are equal,

these voltages must be given by

V B V =11- V =nl (e assumed) (2.25)1 z x 3 y

The cross-multiplications and .-.gle resolutikn are perfo.med in a novel

0 mannel in the hardware. By applying the channel 1 (E ) signal to an
fz

amplitude limiter, the phase information is extracted in binary form; the

binary iimiter output is then digitally multiplied with a binary "scanning"

signal before application to controlling inveirion switches in the two loop

signal channels. A discussion of the hardware in detail is reserved for

Secdion Hl; for purposes of analysis, the process un be modeled as shown in

Fig. 2.10(a) and (b),

The cross-multiplication operations in Fig, 2. 10 (a) yield the instan-

taneous Poynting vector estimates; low-pass filtering removes the toice-tF

component, Thus.

I'The effects of the amplitude limiter will be considered. however, when noise
or interference are present.
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H FILTER AND
LIMIT

fjwt TRANSLAýTE v1 e~F LOW-PA3SS _k

FILTER

-. (a)

MU;eTRANSLATE V3c0 PHASES -q -r

• IOSCILLATOR

1 e n e-seant

S! FIGURE 2.1I0 MODEL OF SIGiNAL PROCESSING PERFORMED TO COMPUTE
Si THE DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL FROM THE WAVE MEASUREMENTS.

•i i (a) Modiel of signal processing to compute the time-averaged Poynting vector

' components from the antenna signals. (b) Model of~ signal processing to
; ~rewolve the direction of arrival angle from the time-averaged Poynting
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lip V* V

(2.26)

lpy V [V* + V*'V 2

These voltages are then multiplied by the scanning signals as in Fig. 2. 10 (b),

and summed to produce a signal of

Ajw scnt jw scnt
V6  -77 Pe scJnsca (2.27)

~a t
This voltage is compared in phase to the scanning carrier e Then,

LJl sca t 7;Qw scan t - w ei t (2.28)

which Is equivalent to

8=x Scajn~- scan
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thus, the desired relation of (2.24) has been implemented,

0 =-P -J

Ax y

I ~To demonstrate the validiity of the computations, let us temporarily

assume an incident wave at angle 0, purely vertically polarized so that cy 0

Iand R =0. The field quantities In equations (2. 18) now reduce to

E = -E, Cos3

H E hi' sine0 (2.291
x1

I H -E Cos0

n E sin votae (2.30

V -E Cos 03 1

-445
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The cross-multiplluations produce

It2

4 E 1 O Ocose

{ A (2.31)

lip y E 1cosp3sing

and the angle resolution produces

A = 2
0coe-P (coso+j sine ),(2.32)

~ V.
or

O= 0 (2.33)

{ ~The technique provides a unique, unambiguious Indication of the direction

of arrival. The causes of error in will now be investigated.

2. Errors Due to Noise and Interference.

The effects of internally generated noise In the equipment provide an

ultimate limitation to the direction-finder sensitivity for weak signals. The

total noise contributions in each channel may be lumped into an additive noise

voltage. denoted by n 1 (t) . n 2(t), and n 3 (t) for the three channels. These

three voltages are independent, originating in separate processes. but they
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K may all be considered to have Gaussian statistics, with zero mean, A~nd

identical mean-squared values:

(t))

(2.34

n W n 2 ) W1(t n n W

To analyze the effects of these noise voltages, we can adopt a model for narrow-

band noise presented by Panter [965] containing independent Gaussian

components in quadrature at the center frequency of the band. The noise

M1 voltages at the IF circuitry are thus represented by

n (t) = n (t e +(~ (t We ]~I(2. 35)c S

k IFt and for which
where n (t) and n Wt are slowly varying compared to e

2 2 2n Wt n (t) = n Wt) (2.36)

It is desirable to express n (t) in terms of the signal-onsepwratoi

the IF. To avoid ambiguity due to the fact that the'signal varies with the

* incident wave geometry, we will define (SIN)F to be the signal-t-noise ratio
1 'Y *IF

which would exist on a comparable, but nondirectional, receiving system.

* Then.

1 I ( assumed)

I and the signal power is

1 47
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---- .~2 .' .-

The 404o powor-agivn byn W )04dthereore -

2 2

(SIN)w R/2n Wt)

2, 2In ()E 1 
1 2 (S/N)!F (2.37)

{(Hereafter, the time.de endneo n. , n. n will be implicit.) The IF

Ivoltages resultig from the combination of signal. and, noise can now.:be written

V+n

2 x c2 82 (.8

V3  = H + nC jnS3

(e]jFt assum''ed for all qu~antities)

and, for vertical polarization of the incident wave, '(ao= 00 U 0), we have

V co-...j

VE sine +n +n (2.39)21 c2 + 5

EI -coa + n + jn
V3  1 c3 s3

.48
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At this point we must taken into a~OWmt the fact that a limiter amplifier is

included in channel 1. As discussed in Section UI.A.2, the noise is reduced in

S1the presence of the signal when, (SIN)~ > 1,11 accordixng-40the-formoili of -(2. 10),

We must therefore modify n and n8 in V1 by the factor 1/42, Proceeding
ii~I!~01 ci 1 l

with the ezoss-multlplications of V with V and V with V2 and the low -pass

filtering, we derive

1 2

2 ~ 0 03' 8S~~ ' 1 ci 1 2

ci 11 0.1 c

Resolving the direction of arrival using equation (2.24) we have, aifter some

rearranging,

r2

(2.41)

+ I-.-n -E Cos) 2' 1ja 44- 8 _
0~[~ 1 I. '3 02 42 s82.
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Now, knowing that the noise components are all Gaussian lt'btlnw a
ditibtinsPe a

express them each as the, product of independent unit-variance Gaussian

- i{-' dstrbuton, nu 2 , etc., and the root-mean-square of the desired

'4.~ t>~distribution, that is,

. 2 ~ (t) ,etc.

n~t

'u4

The vectors (n~ U2 u3 un 4 -nU are radom in phase, and thez-3fore.

we can transform themx into two new vectors un jnd) arnd

(n 8 -a Jne" without bamr. Then the angle may again be rewritten.

If U 9

n 7i ($1%S7N

-,.~(2.Co1

-~ .' 49
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.Expressing this as

and dividing by BejO (assuming B > 0)

(AiB)j 0) = ( + / 2.45)

I+B~ (C/B)e I/

the angle error AID= e- e is given by

A4 = " + (C/B)e = arctin (C/B) (2.46)

or

n _ n -a n .
+_U1 V u4 ,,Q

arotan~~ J 'Tos.8 (2.47)
-9n6 _J2 nl --13 n6 +a n an

From this expression we can see that the error has a zero mean. To deter-

mine the RUS error, a oomputer simulation Was performed using randocr

number generators shaped to have Gaussian distributions. These reeults are

shown in Figtue 2. 11. For high signal-to-noise ratio oonditions, the error

can be approximated by:

"'N..
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and therefore

4 IRMS (2.48)

We will now consider instead the effects of a second coherent signal

within the receiver passband. The ratio of the desired signal power to the

interfering signal power is denoted by (S/I)IF, and the difference frequency

between the two signals by fd' Whereas the azimuthal angle of arrival of the

desired signal is 0, the angle of arrival~of the interference will be e +

the elevation angle of the d-sired signal is A. and the elevation .angle of the

interfering signal is.

Si: The amplitude of the interfering signal can be calculated as;

E~ E IY (2.49)

IIF

and the signals in the IF are therefore given by (e assumed for all

j •quantities)
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; *;.,. ~cosB3i J)dt

1V E1- os -E e

sin (8+8d) e dt (2.50)

COB (8+0d) Jwdt
v3  -E coo -E IF e

At this point we must again take into account the presence of the limiter

ampil~er included in the cross- multiplication circuitry. Incorporating the

S/N enhancement from equation (2.15) and performing the cross-multiplications,

we have

11 - cos € 0o88e + co/ do eed .

2 08 Wdt E

7.. +E 'Co.op c osj1 CO(6+6,) ...
2 d

j (*2. 51)
2 (S/1 IF
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lip E Cos sin6 -E Cosj sin (8+8 CB d

-E 2 d0 \r(7d),

***~co w topsi - -
-EJ~1 Co sna-E Cos# Sin (1+ed) ...

IFF

The resolution of these quantities into an estimated angle 0 gives

Co + 8 jt + 0OsWd

IFI

1 (2.52)

t...+Cos~ 2J (0I)F e+9d)

Exp~tesirg tbis as

Ae a 4 + Cei(O+Odp (2.53)

R, 7 7.
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and dividing by Be 8 , (assuming 2osw- <

(A/B)ej~8 8) = 1+ (C/B)ejed ; (2.54)

thus, the angle error AID 0 -, is given by

i .•d

/A + (C/B)e (2.5•)

K or

CosiCa_ .4 1

2 Co S1)+Je (2.56)

Cos CoscWt jt

+ -1
• eos~~2 COS~ d

SFrom this expression we can see that the error contains both a non-zero mean

value and a periodic variation at the difference frequency Ad" The character

of AO versus time is llustrated in Fig. 2.12 for some representative

oonditions. The mean ertor AG end the RMS variation about the mean for

various conditions are plotted in Fig. 2.13.

Approximations can also be made v dch provide a simpler indication

of the effects of iaterference. For hi -h signal-to-interference ratio

c ionditions th- error is well approxima~ed by

~ ". 56
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c o s i 
c s •d

2oosf P(s/l) I Sin 8d (2.57)

.demonstrating that,

cos 

( )

S. 2 COs (3 (s/I) -'a

2 co s11 in /3(2. 
58)

and

JRMS s-2(S/t Bi dI d (2.59)!S

3, Polarization Error

To this point in the analysis we have restricted the polarization

of the incident wave to purcey vertical. When this condition is relaxed, the

estimates of the Poynting vector components P x and P based only on

measurement of E, H , and H may be incorrect, and the computed angle of
Sx y

arrival may contain an error known as polarization error.

Let a and R take on nonzero values so that a general polarization is

"ppermitted. The fields from equations (2.18) are measured by the antennas,
jWt

(4I

d pd a s I5 9



V E (cos a -jR sina) (-cosp)

V2 = E (cos a - JR sin a) (sin8) + (sin a + JR cos a) (-Bin cos8)

V3 =E (cos a - JR sin a) (-cos e) + (sin a + JRcos a) (-sin sin6).

The cross-multiplications then yield

21 2 2  2Wx 12 1~ o2 R i2S-• 2E 8( Uos a+f (cos e).

. .+ (1- ) (Cos a sin a) (sIn ( sin 6)]

(2.60)

A7 1 2 2 R2  (-2G
C. I cos- (cos 2 a + R sin2 a) (-Bin 0)y 2

S+ (cos a sin.a) (sin cos 8)]

Resolving this into an angle a,

f -. , [s/njR 2 .. ~oalae(±r2

Ce - (cos 2a + R2 sin 2a)Jej 8 + [sin( .-1) ooasina ej(O+ /2)

(2.61)
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and expressing this ae

Ae Be + C /

we divide by Be (B 0, providing a polarization other than pure linear

horizontal is: assumed),
I A

(A/B) ei(e-e) 1 + (C/B) ej~12

or

= /1+ (C/B) eJb/2 = arctan (C/B)

so the polarization error is given by

1ar [sinB R. -1) cos a sina
i = aAta 2 R2 (2.62)

:::) Cos oa •- sin2

The polarization error as a function of R, p, and a is plotted in Fig. 2.14.

* For purposes of comparison, the polarization error of the goniometer system,

based on the analysis of Bullough and Sagredo [1973] , is plotted in

adjacent frames. The advantage of the new technique is evidenced by lower

errors, especially for high elevation angles and polarizations near circular.
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FIGURE 2.14 (a). POLARIZATION ERROR FOR NEW TECH~NIQUE AND
CONVENTIONAL GONIOMETER AS A FUNCTION OF

ELEVATION ANGLE AND POLARIZATION- ELLIPSE AXIS TILT FOR R 0.
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NEW TECHNIQUE
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FIGURE 2.14(b). POLARIZATION ERROR FOR NEW TECHNIQUE AND
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ELEVATION ANGLE AND POLARIZATION ELLIPSE AXIS TILT, FOR R
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-4. Antenna Misalignment Error's

in Section fl.B.3 it was pointed out that the sensitive axes of

the antennas may differ from the desired directions. Consider a system of

antennas where the antennas measuring H and H are misaligned, because
X y

of mechanical or electrical asymmetries, so that the sensitive axes are

perturbed. R~eferring to Fig. 2. 15. the projections of the misaligned axes on

the xy plane are displaced by angles 6 and E(in radians) . Now the fields

i measured by the antennas are in error, as follows:

H H cos 8+ H sin 6
x x y(2.63)

H Hos (H Sine~

Substituting the acual fields from equations (2. 18), and assuming 0 and

R0 for simplicity. the IF voltages will be given by

V -E 0oap

V E sin ecos 6.-E coos8 sin6
Fl2. 11

(2.64)

Pi V3  -E coos0coo~ -E sin 0 in C

The cross-r*ltipllcations then yield,
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(NORTH) MISALIGNED (NORTHEAST)
I " SENSITIVE AXIS 45*

,OF Hx LOOP

IY K AXIS: OF SYMMETRY
OF MISALIGNED

8+. ANTENNAS

V I .y (EAST)

-~ MISALIGNED
I -SENSITIVE AXIS

S-,-OF Hy LOOP

-'4...

/y

FIGURE 2.15 PLAN VIEW OF HORIZONTAL PLANE SHOWING MISALIGNMENT
' IN SENSITIVE AXES OF LOOP ANTENNAS
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'Px = -½E (cos3 cos00 cos + cos.a sinG sinE)

= 2np ½E 1 (-cosp sine cos 6 + coo• cose sin6)

Resolving the angle, and assuming 6 and are small, cos6, cos

1  e + sinf sine -jsin6 cose (2.65)

Denote two new angles 4' and X as follows:

• (€+6)/2
S(2.66)

X (-6)/2

Note that 4 is the rotation of the axis of symmetry of the antennas due to the

misalignment, and X is the misalignment of the y-axis antenna relative to the

new axis of symmetry. With these quantities,

leie + sin (+4) sin 0+j sin (X-*) cos 6

and using trigonometric identities,

e = /j+ sin)( c5s Je" - sinecosX jeie
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Since 4and X are small

eJ ~+ e (4i/ ) 0 (- r (2.67)

Expressing this &

e + jXe -jW

and dividing by', e!'O

A8'' 1~+ jXe' 0  P

I we can see that for' X and smenaII,

or

46 + L (2.68)

T~~ean value ~Orr wpnd-9 to th~n~e Mslignmen of the axs of symxnet ry

The periodic (quadranls!- -apcwient has a pe&:& value corresponding to the

aisolignment of the y-i~* We witena relative to the axis of symmetry.

Now caa-~ a ~n~nt of the loop antennas corre-sponding to

nonv -horlzontallty of the eq~uivalent axes of the loops. as show n in Fig 2.16.
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I FIGURE 2.16. iSOMETRIC VIJEW OF DIRECTION FINDE~R SITE SHOWING
TILT IN SENSITIVE A.XES OF LOOP ANTENNAS.
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Let the tilt angles of the H and H loops be denoted by -2 and T3 (inL:Le hetltanls fth x y

radians). Then the 2oqnW1ng vector estimates will again be in error, as

Px -E[ cos" 3 - H sin r3

P Ez [H cos 2- H2 sin2]

Assuming the tilts are small, and using the field quantities from equation

(2.29) for a= F = 0, the resolved angle is given by

II = e_ -"3 + JT2

or, equivalently,

T - co2 s - r3 sin e (2.69)

Finally, consider the alignment of the vertical antenna. In the new

direction-finding signal processing technique presented herein, a small

error in the measurement of E does not produce any first-order effect on the

direction-flnding error, since the mc(u2 urement discrepancy simply appears

A A

as a common factor in P and P . The polarization error characteristics will

be slightly modified but only in nature and not 4t overall magnitude. This

is foetunate, as it was pointed out in Section II.B.3 that the vertical electric

dipole iU especially susceptible to axis perturbation. However,

techniques have been proposed which depend critically on the vertical

incenna performance, and this is the topic of the next section.
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5. Errors in "Quadrature Direction-Finders" Due to Antenna Axis

Perturbation

I ~Cousins [191721 and Tsuruda and Hayashi [1974] among others,

have proposed and/or implemented VLF direction-finder systems designed

to have zero polarization error. They are based on utilization of the loop

I i, "signal components which are in exact quadrature with the signal on the

vertical antenna, as opposed to the present system which uses the in-phase

component. Recalling the expressions for the IF voltages, they can be recast

as

V1  E 1 [A(cosp)]

V2  E rA (sin e) + B (-sinp cos 6)] (2.70)

V E [A (-cose) + B(-sLn shi6)]H I3 1

where:

A cosa - JRs8na
(2.71)

B sina + JRcos c

The B-components are not wanted in the in-phase technique. That portion of

B which is in phase with A. that is, A B. causes polarization error, By

contrast, in the quadrature technique, the A compoients are rejected by
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shifting the V1 signal phase by 900 before the cross-multiplications. With

only the B components left, the angle is resolved in a different way.

I Representing the operations mathematically,

, o• = jv v2 + (Jvl 2+ [Viv + (Jrl v3V2 + FI 1  3  (2.72)

or

8' ZJAB -A B E sinp cos p (cos + jsIn ) (2.73)

yielding

2 R cos/ sin ej

• SO

The quadrature direction finder ditphays no polarization error according to

the formula shown. However. note that the quadrature direction finder

d not produce a dire z-tional indication for linear polarization (R 0), or

if P= 0 0 or 900 -whereas the in-phase technique only fails if the polarization

0 •

is pure q iadear horizontal (R 0 and d 90 simultaneously), or if Pa 90o .
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Now introduce a slight tilt in the sensitive axis of the vertical electric

antenna., by an angle.T (in rat~an) The tilt wilI be assumed to. be toward

the x-axis, for simplicity but th~e analysis is easily extended for general

titis. The erroneous field -measurement is

z z x

The measured voltage V1 is now

V = E, [A (-COSc3 + T B (-Sin) + rTA (-sinp cos P)

The resolved angle is now modified by the addition of the extraneous

component, so that

2 [ii cospj sing de+rRsi O 3

p~o5~e(2.74)

+ ni (COS a sn ) sin 8 R-?,2

The error under this condition, for T small, Is given by

AeTr cos (2a) sn 1  (2.76)
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The directional error is sinusoidal with azimuth, with the maximum

error occurring at azimu•h• perpendicular to the direction toward which the

antenna is tilted. The peak directional error in degrees per degree of axis

tilt is given by the ratio AV"/-sin , which is plotted in Fig. 2.17. The

sensitivity of the system to vertical antenna orientation and perturbaeion is

demonstrated by the high values of this ratio.
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AXIS OF THE VERTICAL ELECTRIC ANTENNA, FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF
ELEVATION ANGLE AND POLARIZATION OF THE INCIDENT WAVE.
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:II. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

To demonstrate the feasibility of the new. approach to VLF direction-

finding and data gathering described in Fig. 1.3, a prototype instrument

embodying the new principles and techniques presented was designed and

constructed by the author. at Stanford Electronics Laboratories.: In -this

chapter, a description of the apparatus at the block diagram level, with some

insight into the more novel circuits, will be provided. Detailed schematic

diagrams are presented in Appendix B.

A. SYSTEM DESIGN

A diagram of the instrument emphasizing the fun('tional blocks is

presented in Fig. 3.1.

The output voltages from the antenna block contain the desired signal

in addition to the undesired energy in the remainder of the VLF spectrum.

The translation and filtering block serves first to translate the input spectrum

so that the desired signal lies at the intermediate frequency (IF); then by

passing the translated spectrum through the IF bandpass filter, a filtered-j t

iJ•IFtversion of the desired signal (Vie is obtained. The filtered signals

from the three antenna elements are applied to the direction-finding processor

* j in which the estimated direction of arrival is resolved.

Turning to the lower part of the diagram, the parameter extraction

I •block makes measurements of the frequency error (Af), signal strength (SS),

. •and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) existing in the IF. Based on the latter two

quantities, the signal detection block makes a decision as to whether a
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desired signal is present. If an affirmative decision is made, the

frequency tracking block is enabled. Under this condition, the frequency

error information from the parameter extraction block is permitted to control

the tuning frequency of the receiver to accomplish frequency tracking of the

signal.

In the data display and recording block, the directional data and

additional parameters of interest are made available for display and chart

recording. In addition, the analog voltages are converted into a frequency-

modulation format and frequency-multiplexed into a single composite signal

i. 1I which can be recorded on an ordinary audio tape. This approach facilitates

the storage and correlation of the data with the raw VLF spectrum from which

it was extracted.

B. ANTENNA SYSTEM

The instrument was designed to operate with the existing antenna and

. preamplifier systems at the Stanford, California, and Roberval, Quebec,

observing sites. The physical design of the antenna system is shown in

Fig. 3.2. The preamplifiers are desiVied so that the voltage outputs from

the loops and vertical antennas are equal and in-phase for a given incident

signal (allowing for the directional patterns of the elements). These outputs

therefore correspond to Ez 9H , and 'nH
X y
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C. TRANSLATION AND FILTERING

The operations accomplished within the translation and filtering block

are illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The local oscillator signal is split and heterodyned

against each of the preamplified antenna signals, generating sum and differ-

ence frequency components. When the local oscillator frequency is set

higher than the signal frequency by an amount exactly equal to the inter-

mediate frequency, the difference component falls in the pasaband of the IF

filters and the signal is passed.

The bandpass filtering is accomplished by active filter circvuits

[Tow. 1969] constructed from operational amplifiers. To provide a response

with a flat top and steep skirts, two resonators are stagger-tuned to

frequencies just above the below the IF center frequency. The response

characteristic obtained is shown in Fig. 3.4. The selection of the IF filter

bandwidth was the result of a compromise between rejection of interference

and tracking capability for signals which change frequency rapidly.

According to the relationship derived in equation (2.7 ) the 340 Hz band-

j width selected permits tracking of frequency changes up to 57.8 kHz per

second.

D. DIRECTION-FINDING PROCESSING

"The direction-finding technique has been analyzed in Section I1. C. 1.

The illustration of Fig. 2.10 provides a model for the processing operation.

but in practice the use of analog multipliers is avoided by applying the novel

implementation shown in Fig. 3.5. The IF signal from the vertical antenna
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SUM AND DIFFERENCE

PREAMPLIFIED FREQUENCY COMPONENTS FILTERED
ANTENNA SIGNALS IFt j (2+IF")t SI.wNALS

IF
E BANDPASS V

FILTER

IF1
H x so BANDPASS V,

FILTER2

IF
rIHy •BANDPASS V

y ~FILTER

j ( +w.IF)t
e

LOCAL OSCILLATOR
INPUT

FIGURE 3.3 OPERATIONS WITHIN THE TRANSLATION AND FILTERING
BLOCK.
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is applied to an amplitude limiter to convert it into a binary waveform

retaining only -the phase information from the signal. Similarly, the multi-

phase oscillator produces binary waveforms corresponding in phase to the
j. t j3 t

scan scan
sinusoids e and -je The multiplications can then be p.rform

& between the binary waveforms by using digital exclusive-or gates, and

multiplication of the binary waveform with the analog signals V and V
2 3

I requires only an inverting/ noninverting switch. Upon ba vdpss . ltering

"- I of the combined outpit 91 the frequency (o the higher harmonics

Ii generated by the use of binary waveforms are removed and the summed

voltage corresponds to

r(V v~ V (Vsa• .,~~~ ~~ v0 i [3~v + vv)-~ 2 1 v 2)]

jWscan
When the phase of this voitage is measured relative to-e, the angle

at"eimate is produced,

6, " V +V V V2 +V V2 )

E. PARAMETER EXTRACTION

j The, operational functions of the parameter extraction block are shown

in Fig. 3.6. The filtered IF signal from the vertical antenna channel is

applie• to a frequency discriminator to measure the frequency. error 4f. The

signal strength SS is determined by applying the same Signal to a logarithmio
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amplifier, detector, and low-pass filter. The use of a logarithmic amplifier

permits the detector to operate on signals over a 60 dB dynamic range.

The unfiltered VLF spectrum from the vertical antenna is applied to a

"receiving subsystem identical to the local oscillator, mixer, and IF filter

used for the three primary channels. This receiving subsystem is

f .independently tuned, manually, to a region of the VLF spectrum where the

; i signals of interest are absent; broadband noise originating in spheric

activity, however, is present in this region. Thus, when this independent

channel is applied to a logarithmic amplifier, detector, and low-pass filter,

a measure of the noise amplitude is obtained. By subtracting this logarithmic

value from the logarithmic signal strength, the logarithmic signal-to-noise

ratio is calculated.

F. SIGNAL PRESENCE DETECTION

Ai The function of this block is to determine whether a signal of interest

is present. Thresholds are set for signal strength SS and signal-to-noise

ratio SNR which must be exceeded to cause the transition from a no-signal

decision to a signal-present decision. The reverse process can be initiated

by a loss of signal strength or signal-to-noise ratio, in addition to auxiliary

checks on the signal frequency and the time duration of the signal,

"G. FREQUENCY TRACKING

The frequency tracking block consists of an integrator with a pre-

settable initial condition and with electronically switched integrate/hold modes.
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The input to the integrator is the frequency error information from the

parameter extraction block. The output is a voltage which controls the

frequency of the receiver local oscillator.

In operation, the operator selects the initial condition as a frequency

which the signal of interest is likely to pass through. When the signal first

appears in the receiver passband and is detected by the signal presence

detection block, the integrator is enabled. Thereafter, any offset between

the signal frequency and the center frequency of the receiver passband is

detected by the parameter extraction block and applied to the integrator to

correct the tuning frequency of the receiver. When the signal has terminated,

the integrator is reset to the initial condition frequency to await another

signal.

H. DATA DISPLAY AND RECORDING

The direction-of-arrival data and signal parameters of interest

(frequency, signal strength, and signal-to-noise ratio) are made available

for display on a panel meter, digital readout, or external analog chart

recorder. In addition, the frequency, direction-of-arrival, and either

signal strength or signal-to-noise ratio are converted to a frequency-

modulation format and combined into a single audio channel suitable for

recording on a track adjacent to the recording of the broadband VLF spectrum

which produced the data.

The tape data interface is diagrammed in Fig. 3.7. The local

oscillator is heterodyned against an oscillator operating at the IF frequency
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I' to produce a difference frequency component at the signal frequency. The

sum frequency component is removed by a low-pass filter. Thus, the

tracking frequency of the receiver is represented by a sine-wave at the

tracking frequency itself. The directional and signal strength data are

applied to voltage-controlled oscillators to generate frequency modulated

sine waves representing 6 and log SS. The directional data reside in the

10.4 to 17.6 kHz band and the signal strength data are in the 18.0 to 19.2 kHz

region, Both of these signals can be combined with the frequency-indicating

signal, which is confined to the 0 to 10 kHz band, by a simple addition. The

resultant signal carries all the information in a 0 to 20 kHz bandwidth.

In Fig. 3.8, an example is presented showing a spectrum analysis of

the data channel adjacent to a spectrum analysis of the raw VLF spectrum

from which the data were extracted. A useful method for applying the data

channel is also shown, in which the raw VLF spectrum is mixed with the data

channel before spectrum analysis. The Iracking of the whistler is evidenced

by the superposition of the tracking frequency trace and the whistler trace.

For detailed examination of the direction-finding and signal strength data,

a separate expanded analysts of the 10 to 20 %P,. region of the data track can

. be performed as will be demonstrated on the field data records in Section IV.
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FIGURE 3.8 UTILIZATION OP FM DATA CHANNERL. (a) Conventional
VIA' spectrum analysis of a whistler received at Stanford.

(b) Spectrum analysis of the FMl data channel produced during reception of
the whistler. Traces indicate. top to bottom, the relative signal strength,
direction of arrival, and frequency of the signal. (i)Analysis of composite

y audio formned by mixing the raw VLP data with the. FM data track. Tracking
o~f the signal is evidenced by the superposition of the tracking frequency tract
and the whistler trace . (di) Expanded version of (c) . This record also
shows the 1.00 Hz tone used to mark the eventl for rapid access at a later date.



IV. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

After initial testing of the prototype frequency-tracking direction-.

"finder in the laboratory, the equipment was installed first at Stanford,

• ICalifornia, and then at the Stanford-operated observing site at Roberval,

Quebec, Canada. These testing programs are discussed herein according

to chronological order. The quality and degree of interest in the results

actually follows the reverse order; partly because the development of the

equipment was still in progress during the Stanford program, and partly

because of the greater abundance of VLF signals of interest at Roberval.

A . LABORATORY TESTING

,1. Frequency Tracking

• .After testing of the individual circuits and functional subsystems of

J_ .. the 4,nstrument, a test was conceived to demonstrate the overall capabilities

of the frequency tracking function. An artificial whistler generator was

constructed by connecting a discharging R-C circuit to a voltage-controlled

I oscillator to produce a sine-wave sweeping from 10 kHz down to zero

frequency with an exponential profile resembling a whistler, The output of

this oscillator was mixed with a white-noise generator to simulate VLF back-

.. ground nrcse. By restricting the noise bandwidth to 10 kHz with a low-pass

filter, a quantitative measure of the noise power spectral density could be

made.
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With the whistler-and-noise simulator connected to the instrument and

the controls adjusted so that the receiver would intercept the whistler at

•I 9.2 kHz and track it down to 500 Hz, the speed of the whistler and the level

of the noise were increased until the limits of the tracking capability were

reached. The initial frequency excursion rate of the whistler was 32 kHz per

second and the noise power spectral density was -32 dBm/Hz for this condition.

(The signal level was 0 dBm.) This corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio

of -8 dB in the full 10 kHz VLF bandwidth, or +6.7 dB in the 340 Hz IF

bandwidth. Fig. 4.1 shows analog chart records produced during this

experiment demonstrating the tracking action and the correct measurement of

the signal-to-noise ratio by the parameter extraction circuitry.

Further experimentation revealed that higher tracking rates and lower

signal-to-noise ratios could be tolerated once the instrument was locked onto

a signal, approawhing the theoretical limits derived in Section a. For

practical purposes, however, when an unknown signal must be acquired by

the instrument, the limits determined by tho test are more realistic.

To test the ability of the instrument to track whistlers and other VLF

emissions in an actual spectral environment, tape recordings from Vandenberg,

California; Eights Station, Antarctica; and Roberval, Quebec were played as

input to the equipment. Successful tracking was achieved on strong whistlers.

weak whistlers, nose whistlers, and magnetospherically propagated signals

from the transmitter at Siple Station, Antarctioa received at Roberval. Sitce

a demonstration of the frequency -tracking capability is even more
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convincingly presented from actual real time field operations, which are

discussed in the following sections, the data records from these laboratory

experiments will not be reproduced here.

2. Direction-Finding.

The instrumental accuracy of the direction-finder was measured

using simulated directional signal inputs. Inverted ind noninverted versions

of a sine-wave signal were generated by operational amplifiers. The vertical

antenna (channel 1) input was connected to the noninverted signal. By

connecting the two loop inputs (channels 2 and 3) either to the noninverted

signal, the inverted signal, or grouud, signal directions of arrival of 0,

:L45 "90 ±.135 and 180 could be simulated. The instrumental errors for

these angles, measured over a 40 dB range of signal levels, are shown in

Table 4. 1, Overall the RMS error for all the measurements was 1. 25.

TABLE 4.1 INSTRUMENTAL ERRORIS OF DLRECTION-FINDEIl.

Simulated Angle -I -%0 -45° 0' +45' +90' +135' 180

Relative Signal
Level Instrumen5al Error (Degrees)

0 0.0 +0.5 +0.5 -0.5 +1.0 6.0 0.0 +1.0

-10 +0.5 --0.5 -1.5 -0.4 +2.0 -0.5 -1.5 0.0

-20 -0.5 -1.0 -0.5 -1.0 +1.0 -1.0 -0.5 -0.

-30 -2.5 -1.- 0.0 -1 0 -1.5 -1., +0.5 +1.0

-40 +0.5 +4.0 +0.5 -1.5 +1.0 -2,0 -2.0 -2.0
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Again, as in the case of the freq~ancy-trr. -king capability, the most

convincing demonstration of the direction-finding operation of the instrument

is provided by the actual real-time records presented in the sections which

follow.

B. FIELD OBSERVATIONS AT STANFORD, CALIFORNIA

The prototype frequency-tracking direction-finder was installed at the

Stanford VLF observing site and operated during the period from 28 March to

9 June 1975. Observations were made on subionotipherically propagated VLF

transmitter signals and on whistlers.

1. Site Corrections

As no survey data were available for the antenna system. at Stanford,

E no corrections could be applied for antenna misalignment. Earlier work atI" 0

this site by Cousins 19 7 2J indicated site errors up to 5 according to

bearings taken on VLF stations. The position of the feedlines running from

the antennas to the equipment building had since been modified, however, so

no attempt was made to apply his data qs a correction factor.

2. VLF Transmitters

On 19 March 1975. bearings were taken on four VLF transmiAers.

Portions of the chart record showing the bearing irdications for the stations

OmegalHawaii, Omega/Nerth Dakota. NPG, and NAA are presented in Fig. 4.2.

The bearing angles extracted from t.he chart are compared with the cal'mflated

great circle bearings of these stationm in Table 4.2. The errors may be

attributed mainly to situ errors and antenua misaliinment, and their magnitudes
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FIGURE 4.2 DIRECTION-FINDING ON VLF STATIONS RECEIVED AT
STANFORD. Chart data show direction of arrival andI. . elatve sgnalstregth.(a-OMEGA stutions in HIawaii and North Dakota

xrsnsinitting in sequence on 1±. 33kHz. (b) NPG, 18.6 kHz. (c) NAA,

17.8 kHz. Results are given in Table 4.2.
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TABLE 4.2 DMECTIONWFINDN-G RESUJLTS ON VLF STATIONS RECEIVED
AT STANFORD.

indicated True
Station Frequency Location Bearing Bearing Error

OMEGA/H. 11.33 Haall 257.0 9 252.6' +4.4'

OMEGA/S .D. 11.33 N. Dakota 59.4° 55.60 +3.80

NPG 1i.60 Washington 1.7" 1.0° +0.7"
00

NAA 17.8U Maine 68.4° 62 0 +6.40

are close to those of Cousins' results. For the signals from NAA and Omega/

North Dakota, polarization error may also have been a factor, as sunset was

occurring along the path and this condition was shown by Homer [1957] to

be conducive to such errors.

To further demonstrate the usefulness of the instrument in direction-

finding sýtudies of polarization error on the signals from VLF transmitters

continuous records of the bearings for several stations were made over

24-hour periods. In agreement with Horner's. results, the daytime errors

were low, rising at sunset and varying cyclically through the night, and

falling off at sunrise. A particularly interesting example for station NPG

showing a dramatic change in the behavior of the polarization error just

before sunrise is presented in Fig. 4.3.
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3. Whistlers

The VLF observing site at Stanford was unattended during the

whistler monitoring program. Human attention was limited to one brief visit

every two days, at which time the operator could mount one new reel of tape

(holding 1 hourb of data) and change the equipment adjustments or select

a diffeent time ped:od for the next monitoring run. The actual recording was

triggered automatically by a clock to occur during an early morning hour,

since that pe-dod was known to be favorable for whistler reception. These

conditions made it imperative that the operator have immediate data on the

risuls of the previous run so that he could intelligently modify the equipment

adjustmentE. or the recording time period for the next run.

To fuliiU thos requirement, the signal presence detection capability of

the instrument was applird to cause a pen deflection on a chart recorder

ram-ing at a ve.'y slow speed. With this arrangement, the operator could

scan an entire two-day period quIckly to determine if signals were Leing

traekad. .f any occurred during the 1* hour te recording deriod, they

could be located immediately qnd aurally reviewed without listening to or

spectrum analyzing the entire tlpe.

A total of 18 recordings were made, containing 27 hours of VLF data.

Eleven whistlers were found which ,'ere tracked by the equipment, most of

them in the latter pa&t of the progr&n when the e ;Uipment settings had been

optimized. Two examples are shown in Fig. 4.4. While both bearing

indications show coILsiderable variability, the example of 9 May shows a

•,: :,, .•. 00
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FIGURE 4.4 WHISTLERS RECEIVED AT STANFORD. (a) VLF spectrum
showing whistler on 9 May 1975. (b) Spectrum analysis of

VLF mixed with FM data channel showing tracking of whistler frequency.
(c) Signal strength and direction of arrival data for the whistler. Bearing
data show considerable variability but a predominance toward northeast to
east. (d) (e), and (f) Similar records for a whistler on 11 May 75, showing
predominantly western bearing. Both examples show evidence of multiple
components which may be responsible for variability of bearing indication.
(Blanking of DF trace in the absence of a signal was not included at this time.)
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general easterly direction, while the whistler of 11 May displays generally

west tod south*eSt bearings. The vablbflity within each example is

S" . attributable to multiple whistler components, which are clearly demonstrated

by the rather diffuse spectral trace of the whistlers. The performance of

_ the diroction-finder in the presence of ýmultiple' signals was discussed in

Section I. C. 2, where it was shown that the average bearing. would tend to

be that of the strongest signal component, with periodic variations about the

"average having a magnitude dependent on the relative amplitude and bearing

angles of the interfering components, and with a periodic rie corresponding

to the difference frequency between the primary component and the interference

"While specific components cannot be identified in the examples, the bearing

I. displays are consistent with such an explanation.

C.. FIELD OBSERVATIONS AT ROBERVAL, QUEBEC

The prototype frequency-tracking direction-finder was installed at

Roberval, Quebec and operated during the period from 2ti June until the end

k • :of August 1975. Observations were made on VLF transmitters, natural VLF

activity including whistlers, emissions, and chorus, and on artificially

stimulated emissions produced by the signals from the Stanford-operated

transmitter at Siple Station, Antarctica.
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S1. site Corrections

A survey of the mounting points for the loop antennas revealed

t their orientation to be toward magnetlo north rather than true north.

SAccordingly, the analysis of misalignment effects presented in Section I.C .4

was applied based on the survey data. The quantities 6 -19. 92o and

-17.56 were obtained from the survey. From equation (2.68), the

measured direction-of-arrival 0, contains an error,

1 18.740 + 1.180 cos 20.

Solving for 0 in terms ofe

• 1 A--

0 0- 18.74 -. 1.18° co2( -18.740).

i. r The raw data records presented herein show the indicated bearing t; in all

•I tabulated data and discusaions of results, however, the corrected bearings

"are used.

2. VLF Transmitters

Bearing data were taken on stations NPQ, * BR, and four Omega

statiors which could be received at Roberval. The chart records produced
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during these observations are shown in Fig. 4.5, with the corrected bearings

and a comparison to the calculated great circle bearings given in Table 4,3.

Bearings on the VLF stations were found to be quite accurate and highly

repeatable from day to day.

TABLE 4.3 DIRECTION-FINDING RESULTS ON VLF STATIONS RECEIVED
AT ROBERVAL, QUEBEC.

oeIndicated Correoted True

station Frequency Locan Bearing Bearing Bearing 'Error

GBR 16.0 England 74.3° 56.00 56.8 -0.8

NPG 18.6 Wasinglton 307.56 289.7' 238 70 +1.00

OMEGA/NOR 10.2 Norway 53.4o 34.3°0 34.3° 0.0

OMEGA/TRI 10.2 Trinidad 189.7° 169.00 163.00 +6.80

OMEGA/H. 10.2 Hawai 297.e° 280.,S 281.10 -0.80

OMEGA/N.D. 10.2 N. Dakota 286.20 268.6° 273.10 -4.5°

3.istlers ad 0er Natural ActlyV.

Conditions or observations at Roberval were considerably more

favorable than at Stanford. A greater abundance of VLF activity was

available, and the site was constantly manned during regular daily operating

periods, pe mitting the instrument to be adjusted to meet the changing signal

environment. In additioi, a general confirmation of direction-finding results
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was made possible by comparing the bearings with the indicated magnetic

latitude -,f the signal paths based on whistler nose frequency analysis. For

the purposes of this comparison, a propagation model set up by Seely [1975]

predicting nose frequencies of 3.5 to 3.6 kHz at the Roberval latitude was

employed. Whistlers with higher nose frequencies would be expected to

show southerly bearings, while those with lower nose frequencies should

be found to the north. Signals with comparable nose frequencies might

display any bearing, although if the bearing were near north or south the

Ssignal would have to be nearly overhead; in this case other signs might be

j present, such as high polarization error, indicating a high elevation angle

of arrival. For non-whistler signals believed to propagate in the same ducts

as whistlers, such as triggered emissions, the nose frequencies can be taken

from whistlers occurring in the same time period for the purposes of this

comparison.

An example of nose whistlers and associated emissions is given in

Fig. 4.6. In many cases, the instrument was surprisingly successful in

tracking the frequency of weak whistler components and emissions; this Is

demonstrated by the mixed record (b) in which components which were faint

in the VLF spectrum are made clearly visible by the superposition of the

tracker frequency trace. Within this record one can see oases of highly

variable bearings (1.0 second) and relatively consistent bearings ($.5

seconds). These differences are attributable to multiple- versus single-

component reception. Later examples will illuminate this more clearly.
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The consistent bearings indicate a south-southwest (corrected direction,

in agreement with the nose frequencies at 4.3 kHz which indicate an exit

* point south of Reberval.

In the next example, Fig. 4.7, taken one minute later on the same day,

a different perspective is provided. A 30-second time period is displayed to

demonstrate the consistent south-southwest (corrected) bearings indicated

for repeated excitations of the same whistler ducts. Also visible on this

record are some strong spheric pairs (at 7 seconds and 13 seconds) which

caused the two-hop whistler pairs at 11 seconds and 17 seconds. Bearings

are indicated for these spherics also: south and then northwest for the

first pair; south and then northeast for the second pair. The very strong

whistler.associated emission at 27 seconds Is the subject of the next example.

The VLF spectrum Lr Fig. 4.8 (a) shows some weak whistler components

and an intense emission triggered by one Jf these. The intensity of thej emission is also evident firom the signal strength trace in (c). In accordance

with the high signal-to-noise ratio which exists for such a strong signal, the

bearing indication is extremely steady. The direction is identical to the

whistlers of Fig. 4.7, evidence that the emission has propagated through

the same duct as the whistlers.

Several cases were observed In which the omissions associated with

whistlers displayed better coherency than the whistlers themselves. An

illuatration of this observation is presented in Fig. 4.9. The spectrum
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FIGURE 4.7 MULTIPLE WHISTLERS AND ASSOCIATED EMISSIONS.
ILI (a) VLF spectrum analysis showing repeated whistlers. The

causative spherics are also visible. (b) Mixed VL? and fquency tracker
showing tracking of whistlera. (a) Signal strength and direction-of-arrival
data. Bearings are consistent between the repeated whistler excitations.
The bearings of the causative spherics are also displiyed.
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FIGUR1E 4.8 WH{ISTLERS AND ASSOCLATEI) EMISSION. (a) VLF speotrum,
analysis. (b) Mixed VLF spectrum and frequenc~y tracking

trace showing instrum~ent tracking emission and weaker whistler components.
(a) Signal strength trace demonstrates hilgh intervaity. Bearing indication is
extremely steady in accord with high signal-to-noise ratio existing.
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V. VIGU14E 4.9 A DIFFUSE WHISTLER WITH STRONG PRECUR~SOR EMISSION,
(a) Spectrum' analysis showing diffuseness of whistler.

(b) Mixed VLF and tracking frequency record, Diffuse nature of whist~cr
ca*uses Iracker to follow onwy the general energy rmaxirum. (c) Bearing
Indications showing gradually changin~g bearings from southw9st to south-
east on precuraox% and extremely confused beasring on whistler.
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analysis in (a) shows a strong precursor emission and an extremely diffuse

multicormponent noQe wht5tler. The whistler was so diffuse that the frequency

tracker could only follow the general energy maximum of the spectrum; the

bearing indi,.ation in (,) is acco:dingly very confused. The precursor

displays better coherency. Its bearing indication shows less rapid variation,

aithough a pronounced variation with frequency is evident as the bearing

drifts from southwest, through south, to a final reading near southeast. This

frequency variation may be considered evidence of polarization error, which

in turn suggests a moderately high elevation angle of arrival. As a broader

data base is gathered, direction-finding studies may prove of value in

determining the origin and propagation -ath of the less understoot' emissions

such as precursors.

VLF emissions not associated with whistlers were also observed at

Roberval. On 10 July 1975, a buildup of chorus activity occurred. Initially,

the instrument had been set up to monitor for whijtlers at 3.3 kpz, In

Fig. 4. 11, two hook-type emissions associated with chorus are tracked, as

shown by the tracking frequency trace in (b), at 0 seconds and 4.5 seconds.

Bearing indications in (c) are steady and consistent, displaying a (corrected)

south-southwe3t direction. The operator then retuned the instrument to

monitor at 2 kHz, causing tracking to occur on the chorus elements themselves

as shown in Fig. 4. 11. The bearing indications changed to west-southwest

and displayed somewhat more variability, as one rmght expect from the

multiplicity of components present in the chorus activity. Taken approximately
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FIGURE 4. 11 CHORUS. (a) VLF spectrum analysis. (b) Mixed VLF and
tracker record shows tracking of chorus when instrument

15 adjusted to monitor at 2 kHz. (c) Bearing indications display predom-
inantly west-southwest directions.
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twelve minutes later, the example shown in Fig. 4.12 shows a bearing trace

with a considerable amount of both rapid and slow variations indicative of

polarization error. A possible explanation is a drift of the ducts carrying the

chorus to a nearly overhead location. Drifts of this nature are of interest

in studies of magnetospheric convection mentioned in Section I..B as a

motivating factor for direction-finding.

A more detailed example of temporal variations in the apparent angle

of arrival is provided by Fig. 4.13, in which three successive 40-second

samples taken 3 minutes apert on 28 July are displayed. In order to display

the signals and directional data compactly, a single 0 to 20 kHz spectrum

* analysis of the VLF data mixed with the FM data channel is utilized. Sample

(a) at 1539 hours shows whistlers and emissions displaying southerly bearings.

In sample (b), the bearing data are frequently broken up due to the

instrumental scale discontinuity at due south.t At 1545 hours, in sample (c),

the signals have changed character, displaying more diffuseness and a lower

whistler nose frequency; simultaneously, the bearing indications have moved

to a south-southeast direction. Recalling from Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 the south-

tA scale discontinuity is unavoidable in representing a continuous angular
variable on a finite linear scale. For signals incident near the discontinuity
the indication may Jump erratically between the extremes of the linear scale.
If the choice of south as the discontinuity proves inconvenient, the phase of
the vertical antenna signal can be reversed to reflect all angles through the
origin, placing the discontinuity at north L.itead.
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southwest bearings at 1530 hours, a possible picture of a nocrthast drift is

evident. While further analysis and a broader data base are required before

direct confirmatioanof duct drift thhies:oan be preaei'tod,1h•e examples do

provide evidence.0ofthe usefulness of the direztion-finder-n...such investiga-

tions. . -

4. Artificially Stimulated.R zmailons fine ,ple Stai, Antarctica.

Roberval is located at the magnetically confjgate point to Siple

Station, Antarctica, where Stanford:University operates a 100 kW VLF

transmitter for erobing of the magnetosphere [Helliwell and Katsufrakis,

19741. Signals transmitted at Siple stimulate emissions and display amplifica-

tion when received at Roberval. The operation of the prototype-frequency-

tracking direction-finder at Roberval coincided with a campaign of experimenta-

tion employing the Siple transmitter, and signals from Siple were observed on

several occasions. The programs transmitted included CW pulses, frequency

ramps, and frequency sawtooth sequences.

A typical reception of frequency ramps from Siple is illustrated in

Fig. 4.14. In (a), the VLF spectrum aielysis shows the repeated ramps

followed by a descending "staircase" sequence. Also visible are the idler

pulses used during key-up conditions to maintain the load on the transmitter

but which are amplified much less than the ramps. The mixed VLF and

tracker record (b) demonstrates the successful tracking of the signal

"frequency by the instrument, including the ramps and descending staircase.
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Thebearing trace in (c) shows a characteristic frequency-dependent

variation durzin the fir t part of each pulse which may indicate polarizaton

error due to a relatively high angle of arrival. The bearing signature repeats

for each successive pulse. The bearings on the staircase steps agree with

the bearing for the corresponding frequency within the ramps, although the

changes are harder to. detect due to the mIsiness of the trace. From the

north to. northwest bearing and the presence of polarization error, an exit
point near the station and to the north would be inferred. This is consistent

with analyses of nose whistlers from the same period, which show nose

frequencies of approximately 3.2 kHz.

Additional examples from the same date are provided in Figs. 4.15

and 4.16. In 4.15, an apparent short term change in the polarization error

characteristics occurs. At 1108:51, the whistler and Siple signal show the

same frequency-dependent bearing variations as in Fig. 4.14. At 1109: 36

however, the bearing variation with frequency has changed in character.

This rapid change is consistent with the sensitivity of the polarization ellipse

to small changes in elevation angle as the multiple rays from the exit point to

the receiver shift relative to one another. The example of Fig. 4.16

illustrates the effect of muitipath versus single component reception conditions

on the bearing indication. In the example at 1109: 27, the spectrum analysis

at (a) displays multipath conditions on the Siple ramp and nose whistler.

The tracking frequency trace in (b) shows a characteristic fuzziness in-

dicating low coherence. At (c) the directional indication, although indicating
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FIGURE 4.15 SIPLE SIGNALS SHOWING CHANGING POLARIZATION ERROR.
(a) and (c) Spectrum analysis of VLF mixed withi tztioking

frequency indication for two ramps separated by approximately one minute
(b) and (d) Direction-of- arrival data showing a distinct differeace in the,
bearing behavior through the ramp duration. A change in polarization
conditions may be inferred.
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a consistent average, is subject to a great deal of rapid periodic variation.

In contrast, the example at 1114:22 shows less multipath in the spectrum

analysis (d), and a more clearly defined tracking frequency trace in (e)

for the lattern portion of the Siple ramp. The corresponding bearing

indication (f) shows less variability.

An even more extreme case of multipath is given in Fig. 4.17. The

beiring indication (c) is extremely confused except for brief instants at

2.0 seconds and 12.0 seconds. A study of the spectrum (a) and the tracking

frequency record (b) shows that relatively coherent triggered emissions

carried the tracker frequency away from the multicomponent sawtooth signal

from Siple at these times. The tracking frequency trace as recorded on a

chart recorder (b) shows a striking change from a fuzzy character to a clean

trace during these emissions, indicating the higher degree of frequency

.coherence for the emissions.

A glimpse at another application oX the instrument is provided in

Fig. 4.18.' In addition to the familiar quaniies of direction--of-arrival (c),

signal-to-noise ratio (d), signal strength (e), and tracking frequency (M,

the real and imaginary parts of the ratio (-H /H ) (which are also measured
xy

by the instrument) are shown at (b) and (a). Noting that the imaginary

part is negative and greater than the real part during reception of the ramps

from Siple, one can conclude that the polarizatimi is essentially circular. The

handedness can alsobe ascertained from the sign of H /H* as (-Hi / )is
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indicated as negative, H /H must be positive; therefore, H leads Hx y x y

The polarization must be right hand circular (looking down at the receiving

site, in the direction of propagation). This agrees with Helliwell's [1965]

description of the polarization of whistler-mode waves. The indication of

circular polarization strongly suggests a high elevation angle of arrival and

a near-overhead duct. Again, this is in agreement with hose frequency

observations of 3.1 to 3.6 kHz on this date.

I.

I
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V. CONCLUSIONS

A. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A theory and tochnique for tracking the frequency of whistlers and

related VLF emissions and extracting direction-of-arrival data in real time

has been presented. A prototype instrument embodying these innovations

ha9 been designed and constructed, and tested both in the laboratory and

at field observing sites.

Labora.ory tests of the tracking capability show that, with a 340 Hz

IF filter bandwidth, signals changing frequency at up to 32 kHz/second can

be captured and tracked at signal-to-noise ratios as low as 6.7 dB. At

field observing sites, successful tracking was achieved for whistlers, both

above and below the nose frequency, and on a variety of emissions, chorus,

¶ and Siple transmitter signal formats, in the presence of both manmade and

atmospheric noise.

Laboratory tests of the direction-finding capability show an

instrumental accuracy of 1. 250 RMS. Field observations on several VLF

transmitting stations show repeatable, accurate results, with the average

magnitude of the error being 2.90, most of which is attributable to site

error.

Direction-finding bearings were obtained on whistlers, spherics,

chorus, Siple signals, and related emissions. The behavior of the bearing

indications agrees with the theoretical prediction of system behavior in the

presence of noise, multipath, and polarization error. Under lavorable

conditions, repeated, consistent bearings were obtained.
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The bearing results on these signals were consistent with the exit

point latitudes predicted from whistler nose frequency analysis, without

the necessity of invoking deviations of the ray path from the field line of the

duct.

Some of the data display a temporal change in the indicated bearing

which may be indicative of a duct drift.

B. CONCLUSIONS

The new technique for VLF direction-finding presented herein fills

a gap in the range of techniques currently available or under development.

The directional data are of higher accuracy and temporal resolution than

those produced by the gonloraeter technique. The instrument is of use against

a wider variety of signals and wave incidence conditions than the multi-

channel techniques of Cousins [1972] or Tsuiuda and Hayashi [1974].

Finally, the availability of the informatign in real time and with a minimum

of human analytical effort represents an advaiitage over both of the other

methods. The practicality of the instrument has been demonstrated by the

success of the fteld observation program. The frequency-tracking direction-

finder promises to yield data hitherto unavailable on the location of the ducts

which carry whistlers and related signals.
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C. FUTURE APPLICATIONS

A number of different opportunities for application of the insgrument-

are apparent. To further exploit the direction-finding capability, it is

recommended that a multistation network be employed. Two stations would

permit location of sources by triangulation. Three of more stations would

provide a further check on the system. accuracy by examining the don-

vergence of the bearings to a single point.

The capability of the instrument for measuring the apparent polarization

of the incident wave, as illustrated in Fig. 4.18, could be further exploited.

If a perfect circularly polarized source is assumed at the base of the

Ionosphere, the polarization of the received signal can be used to indicate

the elevation angle to the source; the more nearly circular the polarization,

the higher the elevation angle.

Another mode of operation has been tested, in which the signals from

the three antenna elements are recorded on a three-channel tape recorder

for later playback and processing by the frequency-tracking direction-finder.

This method requires excellent phase and amplitude response matching

between the recorder channels. However, the advantage is that only one

direction-finding instrument is required to analyze data from any number of

stations, Furthermore, more detailed analysis of signals is possible by

replaying the tape with different adjustments of the instrument. Preliminary

tests have shown this to be a feasible approach. The direction-finding

errors introduced are on the order of a few degrees for a properly
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operating recorder; for an improperly aligned machine, the errors may

reach 5 to 15 degrees.

Apart from the direction-finding function the frequency-tracking

receiver has demonstrated useful capabilities in the unattended detection

and analysis of VLF activity. Unattended reception facilities t remote

locations or on satellites employing the frequency-tracking principle can

benefit from the reduction in data bandwidth made possible by automatic

real-time extraction of frequency, amplitude, and signal-to-noise ratio

information.

A more immediate application of the receiver is in the measurement of

the growth rate of the artificially stimulated emissions from the Siple signal.

Use of ordinary filtering techniques is hampered by the changing frequency

of the emissions; using the tracking receiver, a continuous record of the

amplitude of the emission can be produced with other noise filtered out.

Preliminary experiments along this line -have been carried out with success.

A minor re~iesign of the IF filters to reduce their bandwidth to 100 Hz would

optimize the instrument for this application; although the maximum tracking

rate capability would be reduced by a factor of ten, it would still be adequate

for the relatively slow frequency variations of the Siple signals.
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~ APPENDIX A. COMPARISON OF SMALL AND URG~(E APERTURE

DiIRECTION-FINDERS

I Assume two model direction-finding syst- .ns, one of the large-aperture

\ I interferometric type and the other of the small-aperh.r"e type.

.• The interferometric direction-finder cnsists of two pairs of antennas,

I each pair forming a baseline of length s. The two baselines are orthogonal.

The phase difference 4 between the two antennas constituting each baseline

A 1 is measured. If baseline 1 is oriented along th•e north-south axis, and

baseline 2 is oriented east-west, thsn

4~ (21r/Xs cos 6

I (2ir/,%,s sin 6&

The small aperture system consists of crossed loop antennas. The

amplitudes of thc. sign.ls :om the Iwo elements are given by

11
",'< ., .. : 1•A, A A cos 8

" An A Asin 0

In the presence of random noise and measurement errors, the effect c

on t phase megasvrement (in radians) is comparable to the fractional effect

on an amplittudv measurement. That is,

"A4 (radians) &A/A, c
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I' ~The noisy measurements: produced by tho two system~ are thefefore glve
by

(2ir/X) s coso+ i A, A coos9+,c A

S(21rA)= a2sin 8 n+ e2  A2  C sn 2A

The resolution of the angle of arrival from the sine and cosine components

measured is performed as

4~~ A

21 2'

Substituting the above quantities and rearranging,

A isjIo E1 jC2
e =e + (2\)e ee + C + je

from which, it can be seen that the influence of the noise will be comparable

when (Zni/) a 1.or s 4/2,r.

13



APPENDIX B. CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS OF THE APPARATUS

I Schematic diagrams of the clrcuitry used to implement the proto-

type frequency-tracking direction-finder are presented herein. Fig. B. 1

"gives a block diagram of the apparatus showing the functions performed

on each circuit card and the interrelatlonships between the cards. The

actual schematics of the cards, PC1 through 25 and PC2'1. are given in

Figs. B. 2 through B. 26. The backplane wiring of the card cages holding

the circuit modules is diagrammed in B.27 and B. 28. The wiring of the

control panels for the equipment is deacribed by Figs. B. 29 and B. 30. A

further insight into the operation of the equipment is provided by the drawings

of the actual front panel controls, with explanations, in Figs. B.31 and B.32.
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hstlers and related very low frequency radio signals are guided in ducts of

enhan-ed or reduced ionization along the geomagnetic lines of force of the! 1 earth's magnetosphere. The signals convey information about the distribution

of particles in the plasma through which they have propagated and about the
occurrence of wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere. Direction-
finding on such signals will aid in locating the ducts and measuring their
temporal drifts, thus making an important contribution to studies of magreto-.
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. \jpheric convection. The signa'ls, although narrowband in nature, exhibit wide'
frequency excursions in the 1 to 10 kilohertz range. An innovative technique
is presented for tracking these frequency excursions in real time to produce
a filterred, quasimonochromatic version of the signal. The voltages induced
by the incident wave on two orthogonal loop antennas and a vertical monopole
antenna are processed by this method. The filtered signals are then ,rvb-
multiplied in a manner analogous to a Poynting vector calculation to obtain a
continuous indication of the wave direction of arrival. The design, construc-
tion, and laboratory testing of a prototype instrument are described. Field
testing of the instrument was performed at Stanford, California, and Roberval,
Quebec, Canada, Operating at fixed frequencies, the direction-finder produced
accurate results on VLF transmissions in the 10 to 20 kilohertz range from
NAA, NPG, GBR, and the Omega stations. Well defined bearing indications were
also obtained for spherics at frequencIIs in the I tC 10 kilohertz region.
$uccessful frequency-tracking and direct Son-finding were demonstrated for a
wide variety of whistler-mode signals, including whistlers, chorus, and dis-F crete emissions. The technique was also successfully applied to emissions in
the 2 to 7 kilohertz range stimulated by the VLF transmitter at Siple Station,
Antarctica. Direction of arrival indications on whistlers were consistent
with the duct positions predicted by frequency profile analysis. Evidence
was also presented of temporal changes in the direction of arrival of signals
which may be an indication of duct drifts. This instrument provides, for the
first time, a contiruous, innediately readable record of the direction of
arrival of whistler-mode signals. It could also be applied to the automatic
acquisition of whistler-mode signals and measurement of their aýrýPlitude and
frequency variations.
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